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i. LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The sacred land on which we operate has been the
site of human activity for 15,000 years. This land is
the territory of the Huron-Wendat and Petun First
Nations, the Seneca, the Metis, and most recently,
the Mississaugas of the Credit River. The territory
was the subject of the Dish With One Spoon
Wampum Belt Covenant, an agreement between
the Iroquois Confederacy and the Ojibwe and allied
nations to peaceably share and care for the resources
around the Great Lakes. Ontario is covered by 46
treaties and other agreements.
Today, the meeting place of Toronto is still the
home to indigenous people from across Turtle
Island. We are all treaty peoples and our intersecting
communities are comprised of those native to this
land, Indigenous people from other territories, as
well as settlers who have come here by choice, force,
or otherwise a result of colonialism and imperialism.

Dish With One Spoon Wampum Belt. Royal Ontario Museum.
Photo Credit: http://www.indiantime.net/story/2010/08/05/culture/the-dishwith-one-spoon/7510.html
Source: Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dish_With_One_Spoon

We include this land acknowledgement in the spirit of reconciliation
and allyship with the First Nations people of Canada who stewarded
this land for thousands of years and who are still here and will be
part of our shared future.

We are grateful for the opportunity to work on this
land and with its original caretakers.
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ii. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Welcome to our 2017 Integrated Report for Ecotone

2017 was a very good year from the financial capital

Software, a boutique software and sustainability

point of view, which we leveraged to enhance

consulting company that helps clients turn enterprise

our human, social and natural capitals. Due to a

data into sustainability solutions . This year we are

large consulting project that continued from 2016,

introducing the International <IR> Framework which

utilization was very high resulting in strong top line

uses a six capitals methodology to show Ecotone’s

revenue.

impact on manufactured, financial, intellectual,
human, social, and environmental capital (see

This being our first full year as a Certified B Corp,

Introduction for a full explanation of the framework

we worked to meet the community and understand

and the six capitals). We are excited by how this

collaboration opportunities. We met dozens of fellow

approach demonstrates a clear connection between

B Corps from around the world at the first ever B

our business strategy and our ability to create value

Corp Leaders Retreat outside of the US, which was

that is good for the company, society and the planet.

hosted in Toronto in October.

Performance At a Glance

Based on our strong earnings we boosted our
charitable giving to 2% of Revenue which helped
increase our natural capital. Volunteering
commitments continued to be strong and focused
on the natural environment.
We look forward to 2018 as a year of continuing to
build our sustainability reporting offerings and deliver
value to our clients.
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iii. INTRODUCTION
Then everyone rolled up their sleeves and started
gardening-mulching, pruning, weeding, and making
new friends. But this was part of a bigger journey for
us as company and how it connects to our vision to
enable people to achieve their human potential on a
flourishing planet.

Making Meaning
Connecting to the B Corp movement allows us to
integrate our personal values and bring them to work
where we create meaning in our lives. Sharing the
story of the successful restoration of the Brick Works
and the improvements being made throughout the
Photo credit: Adrianne Chandra-Huff

The Big Picture
This photograph brings together all the elements of
what Ecotone was working toward this year: how did
our actions lead to impact to make a world flourishing
for people and planet? When the folks at B Corp
Canada asked for ideas for service day activities to
show off Toronto to the B Corp community coming
from around the world to the Champions Retreat in
October 2017, we knew we had to pitch a stewardship
day at Evergreen Brick Works. It was obvious that
the Brick Works, a showcase for urban sustainability
and environment in the city, would resonate with
the B Corp community. As a long time volunteer at
Evergreen, it meant a lot to share my passion for
this site and talk about the role of urban ecology and
connecting people with nature.
The group traveled together from a downtown hotel

Don Valley right down to the waterfront gives us all
hope that a better future both here in Toronto and
everywhere is possible if we work towards common
goals and put impact into action.
As this is our third report we are seeking to shift the
emphasis from passively reporting data to focus on
how it drives action that improves our impact. We
want to demonstrate the link between our corporate
strategy and sustainability initiatives in creating value.
This report is a living example of that commitment.
We want to share the experience and insight we
gained in creating this report with customers and
integrate best practices into future reports. By
repeating this process for the third time we are now
reaping the benefits of improved data governance
and systems that we have put in place over the last
two years.These systems are reflected in the data
sources listed beneath each data set.

on the TTC to Brick Works; once onsite we did a tour
of the quarry ending with a walk up to the lookout
where the picture above was taken.
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iii. INTRODUCTION
Goals for this report:
Context: how it relates to the core business
Comparable: to prior years and industry peers
Actionable: link to operational objectives and strategy
Active: show how data is alive (and available in a
timely manner)

The other framework we have been using to structure
our sustainability approach is the Future-Fit Business
Benchmark (http://futurefitbusiness.org/), a set of
23 Break Even Goals and 20 Do Some Good Goals
using best available science. Future Fit has provided
a detailed assessment tool for companies to assess
themselves against the benchmark. Future Fit is
extremely challenging, but because it is science-

This year’s report uses the International <IR>
Framework from the International Integrated

based, there is no argument that it defines the targets
we must collectively hit to remain a viable society.

Reporting Council (IIRC) (http://integratedreporting.
org/resource/international-ir-framework/).
“<IR> is a process founded on integrated
thinking that results in a periodic integrated

Acknowledgement:

report by an organization about value creation

We owe a huge debt of gratitude to those who provided

over time and related communications

invaluable input into this report - especially our fellow

regarding aspects of value creation.”

Integrated Reporting traveler-Bob Willard. We would

Where a typical balance sheet using traditional
accounting methods recognizes three forms of capital

also like to thank Barry Martin for his keen design eye
and our board for their ongoing support and guidance.

– financial, manufactured and intellectual capital –
Integrated Reporting incorporates six forms of capital
– adding human, social and natural to the mix. The
latter three consider the organization’s influence
beyond it’s four walls and are a different way of
measuring triple bottom line results. Fundamentally,
Integrated Reporting is about what impact an
organization’s activities have on all six capitals –
both positive and negative, internal and external over
the course of a year.
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A. PURPOSE AND STAKEHOLDERS
Ecotone is a boutique software and sustainability

Our markets are B Corps and aspiring B Corps who

consulting company with roots in Enterprise Software

want to use business as a force for good, as well as

(Enterprise Requirements Planning (ERP) and

cleantech companies bringing innovative technologies

Customer Relationship Management (CRM). We are

to market, and finally, real estate businesses who are

currently pivoting to sustainability reporting. We help

often on the forefront of sustainability best practices.

clients inventory and then automate data to drive
action-based reporting that is tied to strategy.

We operate in a very competitive landscape with
traditional large consulting firms, who provide

Our Vision: A world where everyone can achieve

a wide range of services, and many small firms

their human potential while supporting a flourishing

with very specific skill sets. Technology changes,

planet.

including big data, blockchain, artificial intelligence
and machine learning, are all reshaping how

Our Mission: Enable clients to achieve their

clients and competitors create value. Our unique

sustainability goals by leveraging people, process

value proposition is combining technology and

and technology. We strive toward a net zero

sustainability perspectives to leverage our

environmental footprint from our operations

knowledge of ERP to find data that drives action-

and work to make a positive contribution to our

based sustainability reporting.

communities.
Our stakeholders include the owners of the business
Purpose: Turning enterprise data into sustainability

and our consultants who serve our customers

solutions.

based on our value proposition. Our suppliers, the
broader set of communities in which we are active

Our Values: Collaboration, innovation, diversity and

participants and the environment are key participants

inclusion. We believe the major changes required

as we pursue our vision.

to combat climate change require a collaborative
approach between business, civil society and

External influences: Climate change is the overarching

government. We need to embrace innovation at all

challenge of the 21st century and will impact every

levels – technological, social, financial-for each of

aspect of human life from catastrophic weather to

the capitals. And we must include everyone on the

biodiversity and habitat loss, which will exacerbate

journey regardless of gender identity, race, class,

income inequality. Two societal responses to the

physical or mental ability.

climate crisis are significant influences on us: the rise
of B Corps and the responsible capitalism movement,

We create value by bringing the Integrated Reporting

and the increasing regulatory and voluntary reporting

framework’s six capitals lens to these activities:

of impact are creating an environment very conducive

consulting on ERP and CRM projects, sustainability

to the services we provide.

strategy, business model design and sustainability
reporting.
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B. GOVERNANCE
In December 2017 Andrew Simpson and board
member Sandra Lester started participating in a foursession workshop called Business Design For Success.
The workshop used a series of tools including the
Flourishing Business Canvas to help companies
design business models that are meant to improve
triple bottom line results. The workshop helped
crystallize our value proposition and how we tell the
story of what value we create across the six capitals.
Our B Corp status is an endorsement of our
governance in that the B Impact Assessment forces
us to address tough questions about how to manage
our relationships with various stakeholders including:
Photo Credit: Abha Roy Simpson
Ecotone board (left to right): Sandra Lester, Adam Silver, Andrew Simpson,
Piali Roy, Halyna Zalucky with Ecotone’s Flourishing Business Canvas.

Our Board of Directors is the heart of our governance
strategy. The board consists of the two owners of
the business, Andrew Simpson and Piali Roy, and
four outside directors, each representing a different
stakeholder segments: Adam Silver and Kumail
Karimjee (customers), Sandra Lester (sustainability
professionals and academia) and Halyna Zalucky
(environment and community). Since its formation
in 2016, the board has added great value especially
around sustainability reporting, customer
development, and marketing, and how these relate to

community, workers, customers, the environment,
and the link between value creation and the six
capitals.
We are doing well on board diversity by having
gender parity on the board, as well as having a
broad range of ethnic and cultural backgrounds
represented.
Our Remuneration policy is set by the owners and
is very much tied to the financial success of the
company in a given year with the goal of keeping a
positive financial position. It is this cautious approach
that has meant we have always been profitable and
have no debt.

Ecotone’s triple bottom line.
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C. BUSINESS MODEL
A business model is the story of how a company creates value across the six capitals. Using the Flourishing
Business Canvas inherently recognizes all six whereas the traditional Business Model Canvas only recognizes
the financial-based ones (financial, manufacturing, intellectual). Our services target small- to medium-sized
companies who want to measure and improve their positive impact.

Graphic: Six capitals diagram (IIRC, “Consultation Draft of the international <IR> Framework,” April 2013.)
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C. BUSINESS MODEL
As a service company, our inputs are fairly straightforward: electricity, computers, methodologies, enterprise
data, time, and contractors. These represent a combination of intellectual, human, natural and manufactured
capitals.
Our critical stakeholders are our business partners and fellow consultants with whom we collaborate to bring
solutions to our customers.
Outputs are primary intellectual capital for our clients as well as our own learning: reports, software designs,
new business models, information and KPIs.
Our outcomes are listed in the chart below with the associated capital impact. By identifying both internal and
external impacts as well as positive and negative effects, we are attempting to put an end to externalities by
which traditional capitalism has passed its negative effects to society and the environment.

Outcomes

Positive

Negative

Internal

Revenue and cash flow (financial)
Sustainability solutions (intellectual)
Owner fulfilment (social/human)

Carbon footprint (environmental)
E-Waste (environmental)

External

Satisfied clients (intellectual)
Contractors paid (financial & human)
Taxes paid (manufactured)
Donations (social/environmental)
Volunteer engagements (social)
Pro Bono work (human)

Emissions from travel (environmental)
Clients, negative externalities
(environmental)
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D. RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Risks

Opportunities

The biggest risks facing Ecotone are that technology

Every risk is also an opportunity as it creates a

and reporting standards are always changing and at

problem we can potentially solve for someone.

an ever accelerating pace. For example, blockchain is

More regulations and voluntary reporting creates

a disruptive technology that has been proposed as a

demand for our services.

better way to track impacts across supply chains and
could have a profound impact on how our industry

Blockchain and XBRL are examples of new

works. It is predicted that Artificial Intelligence/

technologies that will likely disrupt many industries

Machine Learning will replace a lot of white collar

(including consulting) and are new ways to address

jobs including consultants over the next decade.

sustainability reporting in a more effective and
embedded way.

Being a service-based organization, relationships
are key with both contractors and customers and

Doing a continuous scan of emerging trends allows

can be lost when key contacts leave an organization.

us to identify what opportunities we can exploit.

Regulatory frameworks are always changing

Partnering with thought leaders like Bob Willard

and getting more strict, which requires us to be

allows us to see what’s coming and align ourselves

continually building our intellectual capital to stay

with the most promising tools and technologies.

on top of developments. Mitigating these risks
revolves around the need to continually monitor

The growth of the cleantech sector will create

developments in the space by taking in information

opportunities to provide CRM implementation

from a wide variety of sources and being part

services to help them execute their sales and

of robust communities like the Centre for Social

growth strategies.

Innovation and The Strongly Sustainable Business
Model Group which simultaneously build our social
and intellectual capital.
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E. STRATEGY AND RESOURCES
Ecotone provides consulting services that enable

More broadly we will develop intellectual capital

clients to turn enterprise data into sustainability

based on best available science and best practices

solutions: including data mapping, dashboard

on how organizations can become more sustainable-

development, KPI development, business model

this is inherently an innovation strategy. We will

creation, and software implementation. Our short

leverage financial capital to enhance intellectual

term strategy is to partner with companies with these

capital and invest in impact through our green

tools already developed; this reduces our risk by

portfolio.

leveraging others technology investments and allows
us to focus on deepening our intellectual capital

Social and environmental considerations are

around sustainability solutions.

embedded in our thinking. We believe that by
embedding triple bottom line thinking into our

Our medium-to long-term strategy is to develop

daily decision-making, we better serve our target

our own software tools that automate our service

customers and differentiate ourselves from the

offerings and allow us to scale our solutions to a

competition. We feel strongly that this multi-lensed

much larger audience. Building our own tools has the

approach is inherent to our innovation strategy as it

advantage of allowing us to leverage our intellectual

requires systems and design thinking to balance the

and social capital and build a new revenue stream

often contradictory set of constraints.

with high gross margins.
Our marketing activities will include building our
brand by attending and presenting at B Corp events,
issuing Integrated Reports like this one, enhancing
our website with dynamic content, running webinars,
and promoting ourselves on Twitter and LinkedIn.
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F. PERFORMANCE
“A story without a number may resonate, but a number without a story is meaningless” – unknown
So far we’ve talked about our impact story with words, now here is the data. We have organized this section by
the six capitals, showing various data points under each of the capitals. This is a challenging exercise as many of
the metrics can be classified under multiple capitals. This underscores the interrelated nature of value creation
and why it is important to look beyond just financial metrics.
The first three capitals: manufactured, financial, and intellectual have traditionally been the ones reported on a
company’s balance sheet in the annual report; whereas it has only been recently that that we have been seeing
methodologies to quantify the last three – human, social and natural. As much as we want to look beyond
financial measurement, it does provide a basis for comparison and evaluation of relative materiality, or in other
words, what matters. We have applied some simple methods of converting human, social, and natural capital
into dollars which we will discuss in each section.

This tree diagram shows the relative change size of the six capitals in 2017.
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Measurement - Taxes paid plus increase in the

Paying our fair share of taxes here in Ontario, Canada
where we operate is critical for the government to

value of investment portfolio.

be able to expand and maintain the infrastructure
Portfolio

2017

2016

2015

CSI Bonds

30,000

30,000

30,000

185,000

165,000

150,000

20,000

15,000

n/a

Marketable Securities
Change from Prior Year

manner. Our taxes can be directly linked to an
increase in manufactured capital. By classifying this
as manufactured capital we are focusing on physical
infrastructure, such as transit, roads, and utilities,
but equally important are government programs

Data source: Ecotone Financial Statements

like education and healthcare that supports a highly

Our investment portfolio was specifically designed to
be low carbon and impact focused. The marketable
securities consist of ETF-based funds that focus on
clean energy, environmental services, water, and
allied industries. While it would make absolute sense
to classify this as financial capital (as most companies
do), we felt it more reflective of our conscious
strategy to help build the low carbon economy by
deploying our capital to support companies that are
building the infrastructure of this new economy. Our
portfolio has grown at a steady pace and represents
a store of value that can easily be converted to

skilled workforce upon which our business depends.
This is an important metric used by The Future Fit
Business Benchmark.

Strategic Connection:

Our primary input is the knowledge of our staff and
consultants which requires a world class education
system to support their ongoing development. Being
a service business depends on mobility to get to our
customers to deliver value. Investing in cleantech
and low carbon companies is helping to create the
kind of companies who will be most interested in our
services.

financial capital if required in the future.
Likewise, our CSI bonds are supporting the purchase
of the buildings that are hosting an amazing
community of social innovators who are putting
people and planet first (Ecotone included). This could
easily be classified as social capital.
Taxes Paid

2017

2016

2015

Payroll Taxes

46,316

32,397

36,891

HST

21,898

13,630

15,157

5,753

705

1,122

73,967

46,732

53,170

Corp Tax

that enables us to do business in an efficient

Definition:
Manufactured physical objects (as distinct from natural
physical objects) that are available to an organization
for use in the production of goods or the provision of
services, including buildings and equipment and public
infrastructure.

Data source: Ecotone Financial Statements
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2017

2016

2015

239,069

150,868

166,512

EBITDA

40,218

5,350

8,601

Net Income

34,465

4,645

7,479

Revenue

Strategic Connection:

Financial capital enables growth of all the other
capitals; we need financial success to be sustainable
in the long term.

Data source: Ecotone Financial Statements

Definition:

Ecotone had a very good financial year based on a

The pool of funds that is available to an organization
for use in the production of goods or the provision of
services.

single contract that lasted throughout the year. The
benefits of this flow to many of the other capitals
in that we can increase transfers to human capital
as salaries, and social capital through increased
purchases from local independent suppliers, and
donations and volunteer hours to environmental
organizations. Net Income is what we use to measure
the increase in financial capital. It rose at a much
higher percentage vs revenue due to our cost
structure where the biggest expenses are salaries
and benefits. Once these are covered any increase
in revenue goes right to the bottom line. This speaks
to the need to have a steady pipeline of contracts to
avoid large fluctuations in net income from year to
year.
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Intellectual

2017

2016

4,250

2,400

Data sources: Time Tracking system, Accounting system

Measurement – Attendance at sustainability
thought leadership events like the Strongly

Strategic Connection:

As a service business that is based on the knowledge
and domain expertise of our staff and contractors
we must always be investing in our team to build up
their knowledge in our areas of specialty as well as
emerging areas that match the strategic directions of
the business.

Sustainable Business Model Group meetings,
professional development sessions and conferences.
We use hours attended x hourly rate of $100/
hour plus actual cost of attending these events.
We recognize this approach vastly undervalues the
increase in intellectual capital, but these are tangible
metrics. An example of an intangible metric that we
are not counting would be the learning that happens

Definition:
Organizational, knowledge-based intangibles, including
intellectual property such as patents, copyrights,
software, rights and licences, as well as “organizational
capital” such as tacit knowledge, systems, procedures
and protocols.

on each client engagement.
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Measurement – We have chosen a simple proxy

Strategic Connection:

reflects the need for people to be paid a fair wage in

and well compensated in order to keep delivering

exchange for work. Without a fair exchange of value

value to our customers.

of Salaries & Benefits to measure this capital as this

Our input is people, they need to be engaged, happy

between the business and the employees no longterm value can be sustained in any of the capitals.
Definition:

Salaries & Benefits

2017

2016

2015

168,547

125,033

136,960

People’s competencies, capabilities and experience,
and their motivations to innovate.

Data source: Ecotone Financial Statements

As mentioned, 2017 was a good year which enabled
the company to increase salaries, making a direct
correlation between the efforts expended on client
contracts and compensation. Not surprisingly this
is the largest amount increase in the six capitals,
reflecting that we are a business built on people
serving people.
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Measurement – The first metric included in social

The second theme was helping newcomers integrate

capital is dollars spent on local and independent

into life in Canada via our sponsorship group

suppliers based on a detailed analysis of our

Riverdale Refugee Lifeline, and capacity-building

expenses. We add to this the value of volunteer time

organization WelcomeHomeTO. 2017 saw us

which builds community.

complete our commitment to one full year of financial

Independent Suppliers

2017

2016

2015

15,327

8,898

7719

Another organization that received a lot of our

movement to support local and independent
business – especially women and minority-owned
business. Our focus is to support local businesses
especially B Corps and CSI members.
2016

2015

Evergreen

83.5

98.5

102.0

Queen Street
Solar Co-op

30.0

30.0

20.0

5.0

10.0

consultants working collectively to provide wellness
and sustainability services to small- and mediummember we oversaw a strong first year gaining
traction with three revenue-producing projects being
delivered by multiple members.

Strategic Connection:

By supporting community organizations that have
strong environmental mandates we are helping to

WelcomeHomeTO

15.0

30.0

Riverdale Refugee
Lifeline

50.0

60.0

40.0

178.5

223.5

172.0

8925.0

11,175.0

8600.0

Value (@$25/hr)

time was The Roots Collaborative, a co-op of

sized businesses. As a founding member and board

2017

Total Hours

get jobs in their fields. This family is off and running
friends.

This metric reflects a key value of the B Corp

School Horizon

get drivers’ licenses, find their own apartments, and
and we hope to continue to be part of their lives as

Data sources: Analysis from accounting system and expense reports

Volunteer Hours

support for our family but not before we helped them

create a low carbon economy which benefits the
kinds of clients with whom we work. Supporting
newcomers ties directly to our vision of enabling

Data source: Time Tracking System

people to achieve their human potential. By directing
our spending to local companies we are building a
more resilient economy which will benefit all.

Evergreen continued to be our largest volunteer
commitment consisting of the weekend Farmers
Market and the weekly stewardship group at
Evergreen Brick Works. While environmentally
focused, both efforts are really about being part of
a community of people who want to recognize and
enhance their relationship with the planet.

Definition:
The institutions and the relationships within and
between communities, groups of stakeholders and
other networks, and the ability to share information to
enhance individual and collective well-being.
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Measurement – We have converted the energy from electricity and gas consumption used in the home office

as well as at our CSI shared office into tonnes of CO2E and then into dollars using an inflated rate of $100/tonne.
We have also tracked mode of travel and applied established emission factors to convert this into CO2E. We are
using CO2E as a proxy for the reduction in natural capital as climate change caused by increasing CO2E is shown
to damage the planetary system that support life.
The second element are the donations we’ve made to local not-for-profits as well as any in kind/pro bono work
provided to similar organizations which more than offset our carbon footprint

Home Office:
Home Office

Electricity (KwH)
Gas (M3)

GJ

Metered

CO2E

Target

2017

2016

2015

2017

2016

355.37

403.3

372.6

1.28

1.45

1.34

0.05

0.06

0.055

-10.65%

5% reduction - achieved

169.3

164.5

181.7

6.67

6.36

6.80

0.29

0.27

0.295

6.15%

5% reduction - missed

9.62

10.52

11.2
0.34

0.33

0.35

5.71%

5% reduction - missed

Change

Data Source

Water (M3)

2015 2017 2016

Change in CO2

Total

2015

Data sources: Utility bills, EnergyStar Portfolio Manager

Travel:
KM

CO2E

2017

2016

2015

2017

2016

2015

Travel by Car

580

380

1,620

0.16

0.11

0.45

Travel by TTC

8,845

3,667

350

0.066

nil

nil

Time Entry, Project
Neutral emission factors

170

1,221

712

nil

nil

nil

Time Entry, Project Neutral

nil

nil

nil

nil

nil

nil

4,320

1,010

nil

0.5308

0.18

nil

195%

0.76

0.29

0.45

165%

Travel by Bike
Travel by Air-Company
Travel by Air-Client
Total

53%

Time Entry, Project Neutral

Time Entry, https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/CarbonOffset/Pages/
default.aspx
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Our modal split changed from prior year based on location of our main client – it was too far and unsafe to bike
so we used public transit instead of driving by car. We made several business trips on behalf of the client to do
project work which had a significant increase in our carbon footprint.
Volkswagen finally provided notification of a settlement regarding our 2009 Jetta which wasn’t scheduled for
release until early 2018. We plan to take the fix and use the car for several more years and avoid the footprint
of a newly manufactured vehicle. We hope our next vehicle will be fully electric as the technology and changing
infrastructure improves.

CSI Shared Workspace

KwH

M3

GJ		

CO2E

Change		

2017

2016

2015

8.29

0.200

0.19

0.18

5.00%

0.05

0.100

0.095

0.09

5.00%

CO2E - CSI

0.30

0.29

0.27

Total CO2E - All Sources

1.40

0.90

1.07

139.88

90.14

107.00

5.85

5.97

6.43

Electricity

2419.2

Gas

47.67

Cost @ $100/tonne
Carbon/$1million of Revenue

55.18%

Data source: CSI Staff. CSI was not able to provide a full set of 2017 data so we applied to 5% increase to the 2016 number.

For all the work to track our carbon footprint, it turns out this is a tiny impact compared to the other capitals.
As a small service-based company it is not surprising our carbon is negligible, so it is fair to ask if this is a relevant
metric. Firstly, we can do comparisons to much bigger industry players by using intensity-based metrics like
CO2E/employee or CO2E/revenue. These are useful as there are millions of small enterprises like Ecotone and if
we are all emitting at higher intensities vs peers then we are contributing to the problem.
The fact is there is a lot of annual variability that is beyond our control so as of December 2017 we have signed
up with Bullfrog Power to fully offset our future emissions; this has the added benefit of supporting more of the
kinds of cleantech companies whom we are targeting with our services.
2017

2016

2015

Donations

5000

1514

1678

In-kind/Pro Bono Consulting

1000

5600

2500

Total

6000

7114

4178

Data source: Time Tracking system, Accounting system
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Donations and In-Kind could also be considered

Strategic Connection:

as social capital but as we donate to mostly

As sustainability reporting is a strategic product

organizations in the environmental sector, we have

offering, it helps us better understand our clients’

chosen to classify them as adding to natural capital.

requirements having gone through the process

We supported the following organizations: Evergreen,

ourselves of quantifying our carbon footprint.

David Suzuki Foundation, Not Far From The Tree,
The Roots Collaborative, The Equity Effect, Doctors

By supporting community organizations that have

without Borders and Unity.

strong environmental mandates we are helping to
create a low carbon economy which benefits the

Due to the intense nature of the consulting contract

kinds of clients with whom we want to work.

we were not able to take on a pro bono project
this year, which we compensated for by raising our
donations to 2% of revenue (the $1000 is In Kind
donation representing a service day at the B Corp
Retreat).

Definition:
All renewable and nonrenewable environmental
resources and processes that provide goods or
services that support the past, current or future
prosperity of an organization. It includes air, water,
land, minerals and forests as well as biodiversity and
ecosystem health.
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G. BASIS OF PREPARATION
This report was created using the Integrated

We determined materiality by expressing impacts

Reporting guidelines from the International

in dollar equivalents (see previous section –

Integrated Reporting Council.

Performance). We used this approach to rank the six
capitals. Every effort has been made to include all

Financial information was pulled from our Financial

material impacts from our operations.

Statements prepared by our accounting firm using
GAAP standards. Other data like carbon footprint was

This report has been reviewed and approved by our

derived from utility bills and converted into tonnes of

Board of Directors.

CO2E using established emission factors from Project
Neutral and The United Nations.
Our boundaries were the metrics that could be
attributed directly by the business – like financials,
salaries paid, and taxes paid. We did calculate
our Scope 2 carbon emissions from our electricity
consumption. We also calculated Scope 3 emissions
by including employee travel on behalf of clients.
A metric we have yet to report is the impact our
work had on our clients – this is an area we hope to
quantify in future reports.
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H. OUTLOOK
Action to Impact

The challenges will be to balance new business

We anticipate 2018 will be a year of transition as

positive cash flow to maintain our strong financial

we focus our business development efforts on

position. We will likely need to tap into some of

our sustainability offerings. This will likely mean

our investments to fund this growth. But we don’t

a temporary drop in revenue as we devote more

anticipate having to take on any debt.

development while delivering projects that generate

time to building a sales pipeline of new types of
opportunities.

We expect that a federal carbon tax and associated
regulation will help raise the profile of our

We expect to enter into some strategic partnerships,

sustainability reporting business and create strong

especially around software solutions that support

demand for these products. Likewise cleantech

our sustainability reporting offerings. Likewise we will

companies should prosper in this environment and

need to partner with other consultants with specific

drive adoption of CRM tools.

sustainability expertise to bolster areas beyond our
core practice areas.

There is some economic uncertainty due to elections
in Ontario and the potential impact of the NAFTA

On the marketing front we will be continue to

renegotiations and a general protectionist mindset

leverage our B Corp status and get more engaged

emerging from the current US administration.

with that community both for collaborative
opportunities as well as potential clients.

Overall we look forward to a year of changes and
challenges and appreciate the support and wisdom

We will continue to enhance our internal system

provided by our stakeholders including our board,

in three areas. We will implement a cloud-based

customers, and business partners.

accounting system to improve our ability to track
various non-financial metrics and replace our aging
system. We will adopt an enhanced CRM system to
automate our business development process. And
lastly, we will continue to integrate our sustainability
solutions into our website as a marketing tool with a
focus on active and dynamic reporting.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Andrew Simpson is a veteran software consultant and business analyst, having implemented several leading
ERP and CRM packages over his 25-year career, including J.D.Edwards, Microsoft Dynamics GP & CRM, and
Salesforce. Andrew has extensive experience designing and mapping business processes, writing technical
specifications for custom modifications, developing and executing test plans, report design and data conversion.
Always passionate about environmental issues, Ecotone brings together his twin passions around technology and
sustainability.
He is an active volunteer in the community. He lives in Toronto with his partner and their daughter.
We always welcome feedback on our reports. Please feel free to contact us about anything in this report or ways
in which we can improve it in the future.
Andrew Simpson
Principal Consultant
416-706-6412
andrew@ecotonesoftware.com
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Ecotone Software Consulting Inc.
400-215 Spadina Ave Toronto, ON, M5T 2C7
416 706-6412
www.ecotonesoftware.com
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